
 DIGITAL
PRIVACY

BOOTCAMP 
...Because your data deserves better!



"Saying your digital privacy does not matter
because you have nothing to hide is like saying

your freedom of speech does not matter
because you have nothing to say."





You will learn
How, specifically, BigTech Monetizes and Spies on you

The difference between "Closed Source" and "Open Source"

Telecom Basics

Current Realities of EMF & 5G

Alternative Open Source Devices & Applications

What other technologies exist that we could use for local/regional

decentralized communications

Various degrees of digital security (How secure do you NEED to be?)





PRESENTER

Sean Patrick Tario
Entrepreneur, Author, Investor and Technology Trainer

Data Center, Hosting and Cloud Services Industry Specialist

CEO, Open Spectrum Inc. and Co-Founder of MARK37.COM 



HOW
BIGTECH

USES YOU
TO MAKE
$$$$$$$$







Stockholm Syndrome

A condition where hostages develop a
psychological bond with their captors due to

power imbalances in hostage-taking,
kidnapping, and abusive relationships



Don’t be like Isildur.
LET IT GO



Don’t be like Smeagol.
BREAK FREE





how they make money

$ from buying devices
$ from % of all sales through app stores
$ from cloud storage subscription
$ from advertising
$ from selling your data to the government
$ from selling your data to 3rd parties
$ from hosting your websites
$ from productivity software



Big Tech Revenue



Big Tech Revenue



Big Tech Revenue

These 5 companies combined:
Make over $1 Trillion annually
Spend over $15M annually lobbying congress
80+% of employees voted Democrat
Employees donated over $15M in 2020 election to Democrat party (does
not include PAC donations which historically has exceeded this amount)
Spend nearly $1B globally w/ institutions and causes that advocate for
globalization, centralization, censorship and limited personal sovereignty
Both openly and secretly ("national security reasons") share information
w/ the US Government and various other Governments around the world















"My son asked me why I speak so softly when I am in the
house. I told him I was afraid the NSA was listening.

My son laughed, I laughed... Alexa laughed."



how they control you

It's all about accessing and owning YOUR DATA:
Your preferences + opinions
What you search for
Who you interact with
Where you go
Where you shop and what you buy
Pictures and videos you take
Content in emails, text messages and phone calls



how they control you

It's all about MIND CONTROL:
What information you see when you search

Sergey Brin and Lawrence Page in their 1998 paper,
“The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search Engine,”

“… [W]e expect that advertising funded search engines will be inherently biased towards
the advertisers and away from the needs of consumers.”

Recommendations that keep you addicted
Flicker Fusion
Chromebooks / Google in the Classroom

http://ilpubs.stanford.edu:8090/361/1/1998-8.pdf


What is your data worth?



What is your data worth?



“SMART” CITY
=

SURVEILLANCE
CITY







closed source open source



Software Freedom
Open source software provides free alternatives to paid software, which
benefits computer users and prevents commercial-only software
models from dominating the market

Collaborate
Open source software fosters collaboration among software engineers
worldwide, who can modify the source code and contribute to the
development and enhancement of projects through new features, bug
fixes, documentation, and more

Community Control
Open source software provides improved long-term support and
availability as access to the code base is transferred to the community,
reducing reliance on a single entity and ensuring continuity of support.

open source strengths



Strengthen
Open source projects benefit from improved robustness and security as a
result of community support through scaled testing, bug reporting, and
user feedback, leading to enhanced validation processes.

Empower
The open source mindset relies on knowledge sharing and the freedom to
exchange information and expertise among developers, which is
fundamental to producing high-quality software and driving the
continuation of such projects.

Community Support
Open source has become a powerful support system that fosters a
community of engineers from around the world, encouraging them to
achieve anything with technology.

open source strengths





How telecom works



AT&T      T-Mobile      Verizon

Cricket   -   TracFone   -   PureTalk 
 

US Cellular   -   Patriot Mobile

How telecom works



EMF & 5G



radition is killing & disrupting



EMF & 5G



what is an operating system?



SOME GOOD
NEWS...



people are waking up



privacy is winning



privacy is winning





alt comms

LILYGO / RNode with Meshtastic 2.0:
2-5 mile range
Can relay messages
Unlimited range with enough nodes
Purchase or Assemble
FOSS works great with GrapheneOS
@ $75 per node





Resources

MARK37.COM
Ghost Phones & Laptops
De-Google your Phone & DeApple/Windows your Computer
Faraday Bags
Phone and Laptop Setup & Migration Support

truthinlove.substack.com
"Your Guide to #BoycottBigTech: Alternatives & Resources"
"3 Steps to Digital Freedom"

ForceFieldIT.com
Personal & Family - Digital protection and coaching for you, your home and your family
Business Transformation - Migrate your business off the various BigTech devices,
platforms, software and services while regaining ownership and protection of your data
and core digital assets.



Resources

Intelondemand.substack.com
Comprehensive intelligence reports on the forces shaping an alternative economy;
technology, media, politics and beyond.

Jeff.pro/MARK37 
Smart Approachable Articles & Insights on Current Tech Topics
Online Linux Training

Contact us w/ any questions/comments
SUPPORT@MARK37.COM
Livechat via MARK37.COM from 9am - 5pm
https://t.me/MARK37chat




